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the first thing that sticks out is the environments. they are a mix of environments from the huge cargo center that we
find ourselves in at the start, through a city with crumbling skyscrapers and into the shop we find ourselves in later.

all of the environments feel very different, and have very different structures in them. that alone makes them
incredibly fun to explore and is one of the big things that made it a surprise and standout in the final game. the cast
of the characters is a mix of both friendly and unfriendly, and it does that well by offering some light characterisation
as well as a nice slap in the face when the game decides to throw an enemy at us. there is a number of times where

things got a little too dark and brooding (the trailer we got for the game shown off the theme perfectly well), but
when theres some light comedic moments theyve done an admirable job of making it work. the plot is light and

theres nice easter eggs scattered around for the fanbases sake, but none of it feels necessary to the overall fun of the
game. there is a more average length to it, and some of the effects of the battle are a bit of a letdown at times but its
a game about physics based combat, so the game is never too hard and certainly not hard enough to give you ulcers.

combat in this game is really about movement, some of the enemies have jets that can be used to dodge or simply
run from them, and a rather large number of platforming sequences present themselves. the core gameplay is more
of the same, with the standard set of weapons, a dash, powers, and more. the character that we get to play is a new

take on the drone, a small ai system and a set of abilities to play around with. it can be cute sometimes, but the
enemies are entirely left to physics, and we are thrown head first into the deep end on a regular basis. throughout the

campaign, the same set of upgrades come up, although some of the abilities dont change from one enemy to the
next, instead it just gets more difficult.
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[a] fun game as arcadey as you
like! anyone remember beast

where you had a gun and were on
a bike and had to fight off enemy
traffic? only better. yeah yeah i
know you can play this on the
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move, but what if you're a speed
demon? i don't want to get stuck
in this horrible medieval city! plus
i like to go too slow so i can feel

the impact of the baddies!
however, playing through the
story, it does feel a little short.
once you've unlocked it, there's

plenty of things you can do.
there's a massive multiplayer

mode that can be played against
the ai, or with a friend – even on

the same console! so yeah, do try
it. –akaaleksei [/a] clone drone in
the danger zone is also not shy in
its attempts to be humorous. at

times it can be extremely
humorous. i caught a reference to
my favourite simpsons character
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grimace when he first appeared.
his distinctive grin is where its

named after. theres also a scene
that plays out as you watch a

giant robot fly away as he kicks
the robot youre in. its precisely as

ridiculous as it sounds. another
great feature is that if you pay a
visit to a special page that allows
you to buy and play for free, youll

get some bonus items to your
game. at the end of the single

player campaign there is a gold
edition which comes with all of

this and it upgrades your starting
skills to make you a stronger
opponent. as stated, the bad

news is that many of the online
features are only accessible
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through paid membership on the
site. members can play against

and alongside up to three others,
with players on the same platform

being able to play together.
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